TheB → X s ℓ + ℓ − decay rate is known at the next-to-next-to-leading order in QCD. It is proportional to α em (µ) 2 and has a ±4% scale uncertainty before including the O (α em ln(M 2 W /m 2 b )) electromagnetic corrections. We evaluate these corrections and confirm the earlier findings of Bobeth et al.. Furthermore, we complete the calculation of logarithmically enhanced electromagnetic effects by including also QED corrections to the matrix elements of four-fermion operators. Such corrections contain a collinear logarithm ln(m 2 b /m 2 ℓ ) that survives integration over the low dilepton invariant mass region 1 GeV 2 < m 2 ℓℓ < 6 GeV 2 and enhances the integrated decay rate in this domain. For the low-m 2 ℓℓ integrated branching ratio in the muonic case, we find B(B → X s µ + µ − ) = (1.59 ± 0.11) × 10 −6 , where the error includes the parametric and perturbative uncertainties only. For B(B → X s e + e − ), in the current BaBar and Belle setups, the logarithm of the lepton mass gets replaced by angular cut parameters and the integrated branching ratio for the electrons is expected to be close to that for the muons.
Introduction
The inclusive decayB → X s ℓ + ℓ − with l = e or µ is known to be a sensitive probe of new physics at the electroweak scale. Its branching ratio has been recently measured by both Belle [1] and BaBar [2] . In the low dilepton invariant mass region, 1 GeV 2 < m 2 ℓℓ < 6 GeV 2 , the experimental results read B(B → X s ℓ + ℓ − ) = (1.493 ± 0.504
+0.411
−0.321 ) × 10 −6 (Belle) , (1) B(B → X s ℓ + ℓ − ) = (1.8 ± 0.7 ± 0.5) × 10 −6 (BaBar) .
This leads to a world average B(B → X s ℓ + ℓ − ) = (1.60 ± 0.51) × 10 −6 .
Measurements for lower and higher values of m 2 ℓℓ are available, too. However, for higher m 2 ℓℓ , non-perturbative effects of the J/Ψ, Ψ ′ and higher resonances are sizeable, and the theoretical predictions have larger uncertainties. On the other hand, for m 2 ℓℓ < 1 GeV 2 , the branching ratio is determined largely by the contribution from almost real intermediate photons, and it contains essentially the same information on new physics as is already known from thē B → X s γ measurements. Throughout this paper, we restrict ourselves to the dilepton mass region m 2 ℓ + ℓ − ∈ [1, 6] GeV 2 . The experimental errors in the branching ratio are expected to be substantially reduced in the near future. On the theoretical side, the predictions are quite well under control because the inclusive hadronicB → X s ℓ + ℓ − decay rate for low dilepton mass is well approximated by the perturbatively calculable partonic b → X parton s ℓ + ℓ − decay rate. Thanks to the recent (practically) complete calculation [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] of the Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) QCD corrections, the perturbative uncertainties are now below 10%.
The branching ratio is proportional to α In Ref. [9] , the QED corrections to the Wilson coefficients were calculated, thereby giving most of the electromagnetic corrections that are enhanced by ln(M 2 H /M 2 L ). As a result, the authors find a branching ratio of 1.56 · 10 −6 , * which incidentally corresponds to setting α 2 em = α 2 em (µ ∼ m b ) at the leading order in QED. We have calculated and confirm the results of Ref. [9] for all the two-loop anomalous dimension matrices that determine the size of the ln(M . These corrections are the new result of the present paper. They originate from these parts of the QED bremsstrahlung corrections where the photon is collinear with one of the outgoing leptons. They disappear after integration over the whole available phase space but survive and remain numerically important when m 2 ℓℓ is restricted to the region that we consider.
Such logarithmic corrections are found under the assumption that no collinear photons are included in the definition of the dilepton invariant mass. This turns out to be a very good approximation for the muons in the current BaBar and Belle setups [10] . In this case, the enhancement of the low-m 2 ℓℓ integrated branching ratio by the collinear logarithms amounts to around 2%. The corresponding effect for the electrons would reach around 5%. However, in that case, the logarithm of the electron mass gets replaced by the BaBar and Belle angular cut parameters and the integrated branching ratio for the electrons is expected to be close to that for the muons. We shall describe this issue in more detail in Section 6. In the preceeding sections, our analytical and numerical results will correspond to the case of perfect separation of electrons and energetic collinear photons.
Before we come to the results and details of the calculation, some comments on its systematics are in order. Due to the different scales involved, the perturbative corrections come not only with increasing powers of some coupling constant, but also with increasing powers of the large logarithm L = ln(M Because α s is relatively large, all powers of c s = α s L must be resummed at a given order of the perturbative expansion, which is achieved using the renormalization group technology. Within this framework, all the logarithms L are absorbed into c s = O(1). Consequently, each electromagnetic logarithm α em L = c s α em /α s of the conventional perturbative expansion gets replaced by f (c s )α em /α s , where the function f (c s ) is found by solving the renormalization group equations. Such a replacement of the electromagnetic logarithm is not a matter of convenience but an unavoidable consequence of resumming the QCD logarithms and not resumming the QED ones. Resummation of the QED logarithms would be technically more difficult and also unnecessary, because α em L ≪ 1. Thus, the conventional expansion in α s and α em is replaced by an expansion in α s and in κ ≡ α em /α s . Each order of this expansion is calculated exactly in c s .
The amplitude of B → X s ℓ + ℓ − is proportional to α em . The Leading Order (LO) contributions come from loops and are of order κ (the electromagnetic logarithm comes from a loop). Higher order terms that are proportional to κα s and κα 2 s are conventionally called the NLO and NNLO QCD contributions, respectively. However, since κα s = α em , the NLO contributions contain purely electroweak terms, too. Since these NLO terms are enhanced by m The corrections to be considered here (and also in Ref [9] ) are of order κ 2 and κ 2 α s in the decay amplitude. Contributions corresponding to κ 2 α 2 θ W ). Our article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the results for the branching ratio and explain details of the κ n α m s -expansion. The effective theory used for resummation of large QCD logarithms is introduced in Section 3 which is quite technical. It includes the list of the relevant operators, the matching conditions for the Wilson coefficients, the renormalization group equations and the Wilson coefficients at the low scale. Sections 4 and 5 contain a detailed description of the four-fermion operator matrix element calculation. In Section 6 we discuss the role of the angular cuts. Master formulae for the branching ratio are summarized in Section 7. Appendix A contains the loop functions that appear in the text. Some intermediate-step quantities for the evolution of Wilson coefficients are collected in Appendix B. Appendix C is devoted to describing techniques that we have used to calculate the QED matrix elements of quark-lepton operators.
Branching ratio and numerical results
In order to facilitate the reading of this rather technical paper, we give the final results first. The differential (with respect toŝ = m 2 ℓℓ /m 2 b,pole ) decay width ofB → X s ℓ + ℓ − can be expressed as follows:
where the dimensionless function Φ ℓℓ (ŝ) is assumed to include both the perturbative and nonperturbative contributions. In order to minimize the uncertainty stemming from m 5 b,pole and the CKM angles, we normalize the rare decay rate to the measured semileptonic one. Furthermore, to avoid introduction of spurious uncertainties due to the perturbative b → X c eν phase-space factor, we follow thē B → X s γ analysis of Ref. [11] where
was used instead. Consequently, our expression for theB → X s ℓ + ℓ − branching ratio reads
where
Our expressions for the ratio Φ ℓℓ (ŝ)/Φ u are summarized in Section 7. Both the perturbative and non-perturbative corrections to this ratio are much better behaved than for Φ ℓℓ (ŝ) and Φ u separately. The factor C = 0.58 ± 0.01 has been recently determined from a global analysis of the semileptonic data [12] . All the input parameters that we use in the numerical calculation are summarized in Table 1 .
α s (M z ) = 0.1182 ± 0.0027 [13] m e = 0. Table 1 : Numerical inputs that we use in the phenomenological analysis. Unless explicitly specified, they are taken from PDG 2004 [18] .
It should be stressed that the pole mass of the b quark that is present in the definition of s and in several loop functions gets analytically converted to the so-called 1S-mass before any numerical evaluation of the branching ratio is performed. This way one avoids dealing with the renormalon ambiguities in the definition of the pole mass [19] . The formula that relates the pole mass to the 1S-mass can be found e.g. in section 4 of Ref. [20] .
Let us explain the details of the α s and κ expansion that we adopt for calculating our final numerical results. The b → sℓ + ℓ − decay amplitude has the following structure (up to an overall factor of G F ):
As mentioned in the introduction, A LO ∼ α s A N LO and A em LO ∼ α s A em N LO . All these terms are included in our calculation in a complete manner, together with the appropriate bremsstrahlung corrections. As far as A N N LO is concerned, we use the practically complete results of Refs. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ; the only missing parts originate from the unknown two-loop matrix elements of the QCDpenguin operators whose Wilson coefficients are very small.
Among the contributions to A em N N LO , we include only the terms which are either enhanced by an additional factor of m The perturbative expansion of the ratio Φ ℓℓ (ŝ)/Φ u has a similar structure to that of the squared amplitude:
In our numerical calculation of Φ ℓℓ (ŝ)/Φ u , we include all the terms that are written explicitly in the above equations. The dots at orders κ 2 α 3 s and κ 3 α 3 s stand for terms that are proportional to A LO and A em LO and, consequently, can safely be neglected. In the numerical analysis we also include subleading 1/m b and 1/m c corrections [21, 22] as well as finite bremsstrahlung effects [5] .
Our results for the branching ratios integrated in the range 1 GeV
The central values are obtained for the matching scale µ 0 = 120 GeV and the low-energy scale µ b = 5 GeV. The uncertainty from missing higher order perturbative corrections have been estimated by increasing and decreasing the scales µ 0,b by factors of 2. Uncertainties induced by m t , m b , m c , C, α s (M Z ), the CKM angles and the semileptonic rate are obtained by varying the various inputs within the errors given in Table 1 ; we assume the errors on C and m c to be fully correlated. The total error is obtained by adding the individual uncertainties in quadrature. The electron and muon channels receive different contributions because of the ln(m We stress that the indicated uncertainties are only the parametric and perturbative ones. No additional uncertainty for the unknown subleading non-perturbative corrections has been included. In particular, we believe that the uncalculated order α s (µ b )
non-perturbative corrections imply an additional uncertainty of around ∼ 5% in the above formula. This issue deserves an independent study.
One should also keep in mind that all the effects of the intermediate ψ and ψ ′ contributions are assumed to be subtracted on the experimental side. This refers, in particular, to the decays ψ → Xℓ + ℓ − where low-mass dilepton pairs can be produced. All such decays of the ψ with branching ratios down to 10 −5 may be relevant. To our knowledge, only X = γ has been considered so far in the experimental analyses. In Table 2 , we show the partial results that we obtain by adding sequentially all the known QCD and QED corrections. The rows denoted by "NLO" and "NNLO" refer to the leading order in QED. The row "QED (only WC's)" contains only those QED corrections that stem from the Wilson coefficients. The row "QED" includes all the electromagnetic corrections (that are different for electrons and muons, as in Eqs. (10) and (11) ).
A numerical formula that gives the branching ratio for non-SM values of the high-scale Wilson coefficients of the operators P 7 , P 8 , P 9 and P 10 (see Section 3) reads
B ee = 2.3278 − 0.001655 I(R 10 ) + 0.0005 I(R 10 R *
where (see Eqs. (18), (69), (70) for the Wilson coefficient definitions)
(µ 0 ) and
3 The effective theory
Operator basis
Resummation of large QCD logarithms is most conveniently performed in the framework of a low-energy effective theory [23] . There are ten operators that need to be considered at the leading order in the electroweak interactions. They can be chosen as follows:
In P 3 , ..., P 6 , the quark flavors are q = u, d, s, c, b. In P 9 and P 10 , all the three lepton flavors are present. Contrary to other analyses [24, 25] , we have not included any gauge couplings in the normalization of P 9 and P 10 . Including them would give only a minor simplification in the present investigation. Once QED corrections are considered, five more operators need to be taken into account. They can be chosen as
where Q q are the electric charges of the corresponding quarks ( ). The Lagrangian of the effective theory reads
Matching conditions
The Wilson coefficients at the matching scale µ 0 ∼ M W , m t are expanded as follows
where α s = α s /4π. Note, that at the low scale µ b ∼ m b , m ℓℓ , also terms of order κ, κ 2 and κ 2 α s arise and are included wherever necessary.
The values of the Wilson coefficients are found from the requirement that all the effective theory Green functions † match to the full SM ones at the leading order in
H . At the order we consider, the following non-vanishing contributions to Eq. (18) must be taken into account for the four-fermion operators (s
† For the on-shell 1PR functions, the operators from Section 3.1 are sufficient. However, it is often more convenient find the Wilson coefficients by matching the off-shell 1PI functions. Then, additional operators are necessary -see Eq. (73) of Ref. [3] .
All the one-loop coefficients C (1m) i (µ 0 ) above have been evaluated in the MS scheme.
is from Ref. [26] . The other one-loop ones have been known since many years (see, e.g., Ref. [27] ). For C ) contributions to the two-loop matching conditions can be found in Section 2 of Ref. [3] . The functions τ (2) b and ∆ t , where
2 , can be found in Ref. [28] . We include also the contributions to C (21) i(Q) (µ 0 ) that were calculated in Refs. [3, 29] . Transforming the results of Ref. [29] to our operator basis is non-trivial. §
Renormalization Group Equations
In the effective theory, the RGE for the gauge couplings read . Including all the 3-loop contributions, and, in addition, the 4-loop pure-QCD term, one obtains
2   ‡ Beyond tree-level, the Wilson coefficients usually depend on the choice of evanescent operators. Our choice is the same as in Refs. [7] [8] [9] .
§ We thank Ulrich Haisch for providing us with the relevant transformation matrices. 
where ρ = β . The remaining beta-function coefficients that enter into Eq.
, β e 00 = 4 3 
and
The RGE for the Wilson coefficients reads
where the Anomalous Dimension Matrix (ADM) has the following expansion:
In Eq. (35), we have made no use of the fact that α e ≪ α s . Now we shall take this relation into account, and solve the RGE (37) perturbatively in
neglecting terms of order O(ω 3 , λ 3 , ω 2 λ 2 ). Let us introduce the following short-hand notation:
(40) ¶ All of them except β s 11 can be found by modifying the color and charge factors in the pure QCD results. As far as β s 11 is concerned, we have found it by performing an explicit three-loop calculation. To our knowledge, no result for this coefficient has been published before.
The known evolution of the gauge couplings (35) allows us to rewrite the RGE (37) 
where the matricesB (k) are η-independent
The solution to Eq. (41) reads
whereV is the matrix that diagonalizesŴ
The eigenvalues a i and entries of the matrixV are given numerically in appendix B. The matricesD(η),
The functions f
when a q + l − a p = 0 and a j + m − a q = 0,
Anomalous dimension matrices
In the present Section, we give the ADM's for the four-fermion operators. When the operators are ordered as in the list {P 1 , ..., P 6 , P 9 , P 10 , P 3Q , ..., P 6Q , P b }, then the matrices that enter Eq. (38) have the following generic structure:
However, the pure-QCD ADM's have a much simpler structurê
Moreover, four additional blocks vanish inγ
We need to know all the non-vanishing blocks ofγ (10) andγ ( .
Almost all the blocks ofγ (01) are necessary:γ 
Fromγ (02) we need only the mixing of P 1 , ..., P 6 into P 9 and P 10 : 
The necessary entries ofγ (11) read: 
The three-loop ADM's have no influence on the logarithmically-enhanced QED corrections at the considered order but are necessary for the NNLO QCD corrections. As far as the oneand two-loop ADM's are concerned, we have calculated all of them, and our results agree with Ref. [9] .
Wilson coefficients at the low scale
From the solution to the RGE in Section 3.3, we obtain the Wilson coefficients at the scale µ b ∼ m b as truncated series in α s (µ 0 ) and κ(µ 0 ). We then use Eq. (35) to express the couplings at the high scale in terms of α s (µ b ) and κ(µ b ). For α s , the simple relation
holds to all orders. In order to obtain the running of κ, we invert Eq. (35), treating v s and η as quantities of order O(1), which gives 
The final expression for the Wilson coefficients at the low scale is:
where 
where, in dimensional regularization with fully anticommuting γ 5 , y = (0, 0, − 
Matrix elements I
Once C (n,m) (µ b ) is found, one needs to calculate the on-shell b → sl + l − matrix elements P i of the corresponding operators. In the present section, we consider those parts of the matrix elements that originate from diagrams with no photons inside loops and/or bremsstrahlung photons. These parts are unrelated to the ln(m Table 4 : Numerical values of the relevant C One-loop penguin contractions of the 4-fermion operators give the following contributions to the matrix elements:
The above formula holds also for the tree-level matrix element of P 7 , the one-loop matrix element of P 8 , and for those parts of the two-loop O(α s α em ) matrix elements of the 4-quark operators where the gluon couples to the closed quark loop. The coefficients M A i are summarized in Table 6 in terms of the functions F A i (ŝ) and
Here, y a = 4m Ref. [4] where they are given in terms of an expansion inŝ up to O(ŝ 3 ). In the range ofŝ that we consider here, the accuracy of these expansions is excellent, as can be seen in Fig. 8 of Ref. [6] where the same functions are numerically evaluated for arbitraryŝ.
For what concerns the remaining contributions to the NLO and NNLO QCD matrix elements of P 7,9,10 , the virtual and real corrections can be effectively taken into account via the following redefinitions of the squared tree-level matrix elements in the expression for the decay width:
Re ( P 7 tree P 9 * tree ) =⇒ Re ( P 7 tree P 9 *
where the functions ω (n) ij (ŝ) calculated in Refs. [4, 9] are listed in Appendix A. The remaining contributions to the NNLO matrix elements of the 4-quark operators originate from diagrams where the gluon does not couple to the quark loop. Thus, they are given by the same functions ofŝ as in Eq. (74). 
Matrix elements II
In this Section, we calculate those electromagnetic corrections to the matrix elements of the 4-fermion operators that are responsible for the ln(m 2 b /m 2 ℓ )-enhanced correction to the decay width. In section 5.1, we cover in great detail the calculation of QED corrections to P 9 . In Section 5.2, we give the logarithmically enhanced QED corrections to the matrix elements of P i with i = 9.
Corrections to P 9
Electromagnetic corrections to the matrix element of P 9 are infrared divergent and must be considered together with the corresponding bremsstrahlung. The dilepton invariant mass differential decay width is not an infrared safe object with respect to emission of collinear photons. Hence, electromagnetic corrections contain an explicit collinear logarithm ln(m 2 b /m 2 ℓ ). The coefficient of this logarithm vanishes when integrated over the whole phase space but not if we restrict it to the low-ŝ region.
In this calculation, we adopt the NDR scheme with D = 4 − 2ǫ. The NDR scheme is suitable for our calculation since no Levi-Civita tensor survives in divergent terms proportional to 1/ǫ or 1/ǫ 2 . Thus, all the Levi-Civita tensors can be evaluated in D = 4 and are therefore well-defined.
In the first step, all the external particles are taken to be on-shell, and, in addition, all the final state particles are treated as massless (m s = m ℓ = 0). This implies that all the collinear divergences are dimensionally regularized, and that the collinear logarithm appears as a residual 1/ǫ. Later, we will be able to re-express such a residue in terms of ln(m In the next two subsections, we present the calculation of virtual and bremsstrahlung corrections. In the last one, we show how to change the collinear regulator from dimensional to the physical mass regularization.
The calculation involves the following kinematical invariants:ŝ ij = 2 Figure 1 : Examples of diagrams contributing to the virtual (left) and real (right) electromagnetic corrections to the matrix element of P 9 .
Virtual corrections
In order to obtain the virtual corrections, one has to consider one-loop diagrams of the currentcurrent type. There are in total six such diagrams, one of which is shown on the left in Figure 1 . The sum of the six amplitudes contains infrared and ultraviolet divergences. The latter cancel after the addition of counterterms. The next step is then to compute its interference with P 9 tree which yields an expression K V (ŝ 12 ,ŝ 1s ,ŝ 2s ). Finally, one has to integrate K V over the phase space. The phase space measure for a three particle massless final state in D dimensions is given explicitly in [34] . Since K V does not depend on angular variables we can immediately integrate them out
By means of this expression we obtain the final contribution from virtual corrections via
Real corrections
In order to cancel the infrared singularities present in T V one has to add the corresponding bremsstrahlung contribution. There are four diagrams, one of which is shown on the right in Figure 1 . Contrary to the case of gluon bremsstrahlung, the photon couples to all external legs, which makes the calculation more involved. The sum of the four amplitudes has to be squared, yielding an expression K R (ŝ 12 ,ŝ 1s ,ŝ 2s ,ŝ 1q ,ŝ 2q ,ŝ sq ,ŝ tri ), wherê
is the triple invariant. The corresponding phase space measure for the four particle final state can also be found in [34] . After integration over angular variables, it reads
In the above equation, the Gram determinant is given by
The phase space measure is completely symmetric in {1, 2, s, q}, but since we stay differential inŝ 12 we can only make use of the symmetries 1 ↔ 2 and s ↔ q. The use of these symmetries is, however, essential since the number of distinct terms in K R gets reduced significantly. In addition, all terms of the form A/(ŝ 1qŝsq ) and A/(ŝ 2qŝsq ) as well as B/(ŝ 1qŝtri ) and B/(ŝ 2qŝtri ) drop out by means of the 1 ↔ 2 symmetry.
Another crucial point is to choose for each term in K R the order of integration in a suitable way in order to ensure that all terms up to and including order ǫ 0 can be found analytically. Appendix C is devoted to this rather technical issue. The QED bremsstrahlung contribution finally reads
In the sum of T V and T R the 1/ǫ 2 terms cancel as well as the Q 2 d part of the 1/ǫ terms, whereas the collinear divergences proportional to Q 2 l /ǫ remain.
From NDR to mass regularization
As we have stated earlier, the differential decay width is not an infrared safe object with respect to emission of collinear photons. This means that, as long as the lepton is treated as massless, the sum of virtual and real corrections is not free of collinear divergences. If we had kept the lepton mass different from zero during the whole calculation, the sum of virtual and real corrections would have been finite. However, the computation of the diagrams and the massive phase space integrals in T V and T R would have been much more tedious.
The translation of the 1/ǫ pole into a ln(m 2 b /m 2 ℓ ) corresponds to changing the regularization scheme and is complicated by the presence of soft infrared singularities. The correct procedure is to start with constructing an observable that is infrared safe and, consequently, regularization scheme independent. Only at this point we can switch to the m ℓ regulator and obtain our final result. As an intermediate step, we construct a differential branching ratio whereŝ is identified as follows: Figure 2 : Splitting function kinematics. The photon is emitted by a quasi-real lepton.
In order to switch to this intermediate observable we must subtract the collinear decay width differential in the dilepton invariant mass and add the same quantity but remaining differential in the triple invariant. The calculation of the differential branching ratio in the collinear limit is done with the help of the NDR-scheme splitting function for the massless lepton. The splitting function in this scheme can be derived from Refs. [35, 36] and reads
where E is the energy of the incoming lepton and xE is the energy of the emitted photon. See Fig. 2 for a pictorial view of the kinematics. The fully differential decay width in the collinear limit is given by (here and in the following we omit the factor 8G 2 F |V tb V ts | 2 stemming from the effective Lagrangian):
where x,ŝ 12 ,ŝ 1s ,ŝ 2s ∈ [0, 1], E 1 = m b (1 −ŝ 2s )/2 and we used the ℓ 1 ↔ ℓ 2 symmetry. The collinear decay width differential in the triple invariant (ŝ = (
The collinear decay width differential in the dilepton invariant mass (ŝ = (
wherex = 1 − x, and the non-linear change of variablesŝ 12 →ŝ/x also implied a distortion of the x-integration domain. The addition of
to the results of previous subsections removes the remaining ǫ-pole from the differential decay width.
We are now free to convert back this observable to the usual one (in whichŝ is always the dilepton invariant mass) using mass regularization. To this extent, we need the splitting function in this scheme [35] :
The original differential decay width is then obtained by by adding
γ . Therefore, the total correction term is given by the following double difference:
Note that only the E-independent difference f (ǫ)
γ (x, E) enters in the total correction term. Hence, we can perform separately the (x,ŝ 12 ) and (ŝ 1s ,ŝ 2s ) integrations. The tree level squared matrix element of P 9 integrated over the phase space reads
and the total correction term is finally expressed as
Both integrals in Eq. (92) are infrared divergent for x → 0, but their sum is not.
The sum T V + T R + T S is now free of divergences and contains an explicit collinear logarithm ln(m 2 b /m 2 ℓ ). The coefficient of this logarithm vanishes when integrated overŝ 12 . This means that if we had considered the total branching ratio instead of the differential one, the sum of T V + T R would have been already finite and the inclusion of T S would have become unnecessary. However, the coefficient of the collinear logarithm is large and positive for lowŝ 12 and large and negative for highŝ 12 . Furthermore, this term renders by far the major contribution to the electromagnetic corrections. In the sum T V + T R + T S the coefficient of Q 2 d is up to a color factor proportional to the QCD-function ω (1) 99 (ŝ) from Eq. (127), providing another check for our result. Inserting Q d = −1/3 and Q l = −1 finally yields
with
The contribution that we have calculated can be effectively taken into account via the following substitution:
Other log-enhanced corrections
The QED corrections to the matrix elements of P i with i = 9 contribute to the branching ratio at order O( α 3 s κ 3 ). Consequently, following the outline in Section 2, we include those contributions that are enhanced by an explicit ln(m b /m ℓ ). The relevant terms in the amplitude are A ∝ (C 2 + C F C 1 ) α s κ f 2 (ŝ) + C 9 P 9 tree + C 10 P 10 tree + C 7 P 7 tree (96)
where the f 2 (ŝ) is defined in Eq. (72). Here we have dropped the NNLO QCD corrections to the matrix elements as well as the terms proportional to the small penguin coefficients C i(Q) . After squaring and under the assumption that C 1 and C 2 are real, we obtain
The fully differential decay width in the collinear limit now yields
These corrections are induced by collinear photon emission and are given by γ (x, E). The result reads
where ω (em) 99 (ŝ) was already found in the previous section. The other ω-functions read:
For electrons, the situation is more complicated. In both experiments, the cone is defined in the laboratory frame and has polar and azimuthal angles around 45 mrad and 5 mrad, respectively. Hence, Λ is of the same order as m µ , which makes the QED corrections for the electrons similar to those for the muons. Nothing more precise can be said without applying dedicated Monte Carlo routines that would take into account the experimental setups in detail.
Formulae for the branching ratio
In Section 2, we have expressed the branching ratio in terms of the quantity Φ ℓℓ (ŝ)/Φ u . In the present Section, we express this quantity in terms of the low-scale Wilson coefficients and various functions ofŝ that arise from the matrix elements. The main formula reads
where (69) and (70)). The functions H ij (µ b ,ŝ) can be expressed analytically in terms of the coefficients M A i listed in Table 6 and of the following building blocks
The functions ω (η −1 − 1) stands for the logarithmically-enhanced QED correction to this decay [38] 
The function ω
99 (ŝ) has been extracted [24, 25] from the O(α s ) corrections [39] to the semileptonic decay. The functions ω (1) 77 (ŝ) and ω (1) 79 (ŝ) have been calculated in Ref. [4] . Note that ω (1) 77 (ŝ) in theŝ → 0 limit reproduces the O(α s ) correction [40] to the matrix element of P 7 in the b → X s γ decay.
The function
has been extracted [9] from the O(α 
BV and a i
The numerical diagonalization of the matrixŴ (10) yields: 
C Details of the bremsstrahlung calculation
This last appendix is devoted to some technical details of the bremsstrahlung calculation. We will integrate the sample kernel K R =ŝ −1 1qŝ −1 2q over the four particle phase space, show how the Gram determinant factorizes, and explain how to extract all terms up to and including order ǫ 0 analytically. Omitting bothersome prefactors and, in addition, removing all hats from the invariantsŝ ij we consider the expression 
where s ± 2s are the roots of the quadratic polynomial:
The Θ-function now requires these roots to be real * * which is equivalent to the condition Ξ ≥ 0. From the latter inequality we conclude , the subsequent χ-integration can be done trivially in terms of Γ-functions.
As a general strategy for the choice of the order of integration, we suggest the following. The variable of the first integration (δ-function) must not be contained in the term of K R that one considers. If possible, this term should also be free of the variable that one uses to factorize the Gram determinant (s 2s in our case). If the latter is not possible as for instance in K R = s 1s s 2s s −1 1q s −1 2q , one should at least factorize the Gram determinant in a variable that does not appear in the denominator of K R . This procedure ensures that the first two integrations can be done in terms of Γ-functions, and it avoids hypergeometric functions to emerge at this stage of the calculation. * * otherwise −∆ 4 is negative for all s 2s
The choice of the subsequent order of integration is governed by the aim to extract all divergences as early as possible, this being the reason why we solved the condition Ξ ≥ 0 for s 2q . We now substitute s 2q = z(1 − s 12 − s 1s − s 1q ) t and perform the t-integration, yielding again only Γ-functions. After simplification, we obtain • Substitute s 1q = (1 − s 12 − s 1s )(1 − u) . The u-integration can be carried out in the first term of the above expansion.
• Substitute s 1s = (1 − s 12 )(1 − v) , again the v-integration can be done in the first term.
One finally obtains the following expression: 
All divergences have now been extracted in terms of poles and Γ-functions. The integrand of the remaining u and v-integration can therefore be safely expanded in ǫ up to and including order ǫ 1 before carrying out the integrations over u and v. Finally, the hypergeometric function has to be expanded up to and including order ǫ 2 . This can can be done by means of the Mathematica package HypExp [42] .
